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UCL 2034 underlines and extends
UCL’s mission to be London’s Global
University: a diverse intellectual
community, engaged with the wider
world and committed to changing it
for the better; recognized for our
radical and critical thinking and
its widespread influence; with an
outstanding ability to integrate
our education, research, innovation
and enterprise for the long-term
benefit of humanity.

Introduction

The Library Services Strategy is
embedded in this ambition and seeks
to deliver a first-class User Experience
across the whole UCL family of
libraries. UCL Library Services will

deliver innovative services and facilities in six over-arching
areas of activity.
Detailed Implementation Plans underpin each of the Key
Performance Areas listed in the Strategy. Throughout the
period 2019-22, UCL Library Services will continue to put the
User at the heart of its activities; focus on staffing matters
including issues of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion; manage the
Library’s budget in the most effective way possible supported
by targeted management information; continue to review and
improve the Library’s systems, collections and processes;
continue to refurbish and extend the Library estate; and further
develop its communication and outreach activities, whist
embracing the challenging agenda of Open Science.
The opening of the Student Centre early in 2019, with
1,000 digitally-enabled learning spaces, will be transformative
and underlines the Library’s commitment to excellence,
innovation and service.
Paul Ayris
Pro-Vice-Provost (UCL Library Services)
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Mission

At the heart of the University, UCL Library Services works in partnership
with the UCL community to deliver the Mission of UCL, London’s
Global University.
To achieve this, we provide outstanding services, resources and spaces,
which facilitate UCL’s integration of education, research and enterprise
and support the work of our affiliated NHS Trusts.
We show international leadership in opening up UCL’s teaching,
research and collections to a global audience. We invest in the
professional development of a skilled workforce, who are

Mission

committed to service excellence and innovation.
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Values

UCL Library Services is empowering our staff and our users.
Our staff are skilled and knowledgeable experts.
We are community-minded, inclusive and innovative.
Our approach to service is professional, responsive and friendly.
We are proud of our service, and we are honest and transparent.
Our strategy presents our goals to be cutting-edge,

Values

visionary and eco-friendly.
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Vision
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TheLibrary
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...delivering
a first-class
User Experience
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Key Performance Area 1:
User Experience
Leader: June Hedges
Head of Liaison and Support Services

Here
to Help

Interfaces
To ensure an excellent customer experience, information presented by the
Library to its users and the public will be presented clearly and consistently,
so that users can effectively access and benefit from available services.
Information skills
Effective research and information skills are critical to our students’ academic
success. The Library will further develop its Information Skills provision to ensure
all UCL students are able to access high quality and timely training.

Research support
Research support services will provide sector-leading support for
UCL researchers and actively promote and embed open practices.

User Experience

Teaching support
To provide services and support that underpin UCL’s teaching excellence, and
in particular UCL’s strategic commitments to research-based education.
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ID

ACTIONS

UE1

The Library's public website will be fully overhauled, incorporating a
review of best sites, design input from a range of users, and a
review of policies and procedures for future upkeep.

UE2

Support for wellbeing will be embedded in the library service model
in 2 ways: 1. ensuring that library staff are aware of available
wellbeing support; 2. UCL wellbeing support is clearly
signposted through physical and online presence.

UE3

A sustainable resource discovery portal for members of
UCL’s partner NHS Trusts is launched.

Interfaces

OUTCOMES
UCL Library Services will have a public website which is responsive and
informative, exceeding the standards set by other HEIs

A visible presence for wellbeing support is available both online and within
all Library-managed spaces. Library staff are aware of wellbeing support
provision at UCL and able to signpost this to library users.

Interfaces

A one-stop web-based service (portal) is available to members of UCL’s partner
NHS Trusts which allows them to see which e-resources they are able to access.
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ID

ACTIONS

UE4

A core programme of key library skills training accessible to
library users across all disciplines will be devised, delivered and
evaluated.

UE5

Standardised quality assurance processes: benchmarking, recording of
attendance and usages, and feedback mechanisms, including user
feedback, evidence of impact of library skills teaching, peer review of
teaching materials and plans, and peer observation of teaching, are
established to inform the development of our teaching.

UE6

Create a plan for the promotion of the Library’s skills training and support,
addressing the needs of all potential user groups.

Information skills

OUTCOMES
A programme of key library skills is advertised.

The availability and benefits of library skills training and support are
publicised primarily via an online presence and other appropriate
channels to all library users and potential users.

Information skills

Library teachers are supported in designing and delivering
high quality teaching, both in person and online.
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ACTIONS

UE7

Devise measures for academic engagement, student engagement and
the effectiveness for online reading lists for full-text delivery.

UE8

Conduct a project in conjunction with Changemakers (student partners),
UCL Arena that identifies good practice in the design of reading lists
in different disciplines.

Teaching support

OUTCOMES
A set of measures to demonstrate current and encourage further engagement
with ReadingLists@UCL.

Teaching support

Guidance on the best practise in reading list design at disciplinary level is
available and promoted.
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ID

ACTIONS

UE9

To develop sector-leading guidance, support and processes to enable
researchers to engage with and use “new metrics” consistent with
UCL’s Open agenda and commitment to Open Science.

UE10

Create a co-ordinated research support presence within the Library
web pages, which includes online support for key skills, processes,
and defined processes for ‘second-line’ support.

UE11

Introduce one or more research fellowships for research being
carried out using UCL Special Collections’ materials.

UE12

A range of measures to support and promote Text and Data Mining
will be developed, these will include guidance and training, and technical
measures to expose UCL Press content to TDM services

Research support

OUTCOMES
UCL’s emerging Bibliometrics Policy will require new guidance and support to
enable researchers to use new and responsible publication metrics. Looking
further ahead the formation of a network of colleagues to support and
advocate new approaches to research evaluation will be explored.
A new presence for library-provided research support services.

Text and Data Mining support is embedded in the Library’s
Research Support offer.

Research support

Funded fellowships are available to scholars wishing to base research on
UCL Special Collections holdings.
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...empowering
staff
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Key Performance Area 2:
Staffing, Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
Leader: Kate Cheney
Head of Site Library Services

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
Empower staff with the knowledge and skills to confidently engage in progressing
Library Services commitments to equality, diversity and inclusion as it applies to
both interactions with colleagues and the services provided to all user populations.

HR Processes
Review processes and ensure they are fully inclusive and
evidence-based

Change management
Review processes and empower staff to initiate and participate
in positive change

Staffing, Equality, Diversity and Inclusion

Staff development
Improve career development support for library staff.
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ID

ACTIONS

SEDI1

Introduce mandatory training for all staff in wellbeing support and
awareness.

SEDI2

Implement an Action Plan for EDI that maps to UCL’s equality charters
and relevant strategies.

SEDI3

Arrange training in UCL international competencies for all staff who
deal directly with user enquiries.

Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion

OUTCOMES
Staff have competencies in proactively recognising and addressing wellbeing
concerns and there are guidelines and support in place.
Staff have greater awareness of EDI at UCL and the elements of the action plan
are delivered

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion

Relevant library staff meet UCL’s international competencies
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ID

ACTIONS

SEDI4

Define a set of pathways for career development and progression.

SEDI5

Introduce new training events for Library Service staff to support
career development.

SEDI6

Initiate competencies frameworks for Library Services roles,
supporting fulfilment of Customer Service Excellence.

SEDI7

Establish new communication routes to highlight the professional
skills and achievements of library staff.

Staff development

OUTCOMES
Clearly signposted development opportunities, supporting a learning culture.
Staff are supported in fulfilling their library career aspirations at all levels,
demonstrated by retention levels and progression.
Staff roles are mapped to competencies and training provided to meet
any knowledge gaps.

Staff development

The profile of library staff, knowledge and skills is raised across UCL.
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ID

ACTIONS

SEDI8

Introduce guidance on the interview process for panel members.

SEDI9

Improve the diversity of interview panels.

SEDI10

Implement exit interviews for all staff leavers.

HR Processes

OUTCOMES
Greater consistency in recruitment, interviewers are well-informed with clear
guidance on formulating questions, tests, presentations
Panels are more diverse.

HR Processes

Structured feedback from leavers informs decisions on recruitment, training
and work plans.
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ACTIONS

SEDI11

Implement processes to assess the impact of change

SEDI12

Introduce a mechanism for proposing and receiving
feedback on changes

Change management

OUTCOMES
The reasons for making changes are transparent and all staff are aware.

Change management

All staff know how to propose and manage change.
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...demonstrating
our value for UCL’s
long-term success
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Key Performance Area 3:
Finance and Management Information
Leader: Andy Pow
Head of Library Finance

Statistics
The collection of new library data to provide indicators for
progressive action.

Value for money
To find ways for improving efficiencies, exploring value for
money ideas and progressing enterprise.

Finance and Management Information

Engaging staff
To reach out to Library staff to encourage awareness on
financial matters and survey statistics.
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Statistics

ID

ACTIONS

FIN1

Research and develop a BME specific data set for annual collection.

FIN2

Research and develop a Wellbeing data set specific for annual collection

FIN3

Introduce processes for the systematic collation, analysis and
cross-analysis of designated UCL student surveys at all levels.

FIN4

Explore the data available from ALMA with a view to creating
a report for analysis

OUTCOMES
A BME dataset which encourages conversations and further investigation into
this category of diversity.
A dataset which provides indicators for improving staff Wellbeing.
Reports and action plans for individual surveys; longitudinal, cross-survey
reports on Library performance in designated surveys.

Statistics

Management information opportunities arising from the new
Library Management System are optimised.
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ID

ACTIONS

FIN5

Encourage financial and statistical awareness within the Library by
sharing information in engaging ways.

Engaging staff

OUTCOMES

Engaging staff

Cultural change, with library staff becoming more aware of key statistics and
conscious of the need for value.
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ID

ACTIONS

FIN6

Investigate and review the cash processes within the Library with the
aim of standardization.

FIN7

Implement plans for increased revenue generation in three areas:
filming; use of wall space; and donations.

FIN8

Investigate/research new measures of Value for Money to demonstrate
the value of library services to UCL and its users.

FIN9

Pilot a Value for Money assessment plan for one service area
within the Library.

FIN10

Define measures to show the impact of library services for
UCL’s partner NHS Trusts

Value for money

OUTCOMES
Procedures created, with all libraries adhering to the same processes
The library should gain from the additional funding from new income streams
A report on the various approaches available, with recommendations.
Methods of VFM measurement in the Library are designed and tested with
at least one functional team / site, for further adoption if appropriate.

Value for money

A library service impact framework for the Trusts with which
UCL Library Services has a Service Level Agreement.
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...providing
innovative
services and
facilities
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Key Performance Area 4:
Systems, Collections and Processes
Leader: Martin Moyle
Director of Services

Systems
All UCL Library Services systems and platforms will support the Library’s mission,
enhance the user experience, incorporate cutting-edge technologies and
give value for money.

Processes
To develop processes in support of an exceptional user experience,
with service improvement initiatives informed by user feedback.

Systems, Collections and Processes

Collections
To increase the visibility of UCL’s collections to scholars; rare and unique
collections and treasures will be curated to a recognised standard and
made widely accessible.
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Systems

ID

ACTIONS

SCP1

Review the feasibility of replacing the Library’s digital repository
infrastructure.

SCP2

Implement a service-wide enquiries management system.

SCP3

Carry out a formal review of the platform underpinning the Readinglists@UCL
service, recommending a fresh procurement round if appropriate.

SCP4

Present a business case to UCL for a move to electronic-by-default
document management.

SCP5

Conduct user experience research to ensure that Library Services
maximises the potential service benefits of mobile technologies.

OUTCOMES
Requirements and cost of a fit-for-purpose repository system will be
documented, with a clear business case for the required funding.
Enquiries management system in place and all relevant staff trained in its use.
Reading list system delivers the optimum user experience for academic staff,
students and support staff.
UCL records are managed digitally through EDRM services, with relevant
policies, training and support in place.

System

Existing services improved for mobile users; new mobile-friendly
services introduced.
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ID

ACTIONS

SCP6

Invest in commercial digitisation and licensing initiatives.

SCP7

Invest in a programme of retrospective cataloguing so that
off-site store holdings are fully disclosed.

SCP8

Achieve TNA (The National Archives) accreditation for the
UCL Archives Service.

SCP9

Increase the accessibility of UCL’s early records.

SCP10

Identify appropriate strategies for the long-term digital preservation of
UCL Library Services’ digital holdings and related UCL digital assets.

Collections

OUTCOMES
New post created to ensure that opportunities for the digitisation of Library
Services’ holdings are maximised; this includes collaboration with commercial
and not-for-profit publishers, so that UCL holdings are made digitally available
and Library Services generates additional income.
All material at the Wickford Store is discoverable and requestable through the
library catalogue.
Accreditation criteria are reviewed and appropriate investment is sought to
achieve accreditation.

Digital preservation strategies identified to support the long-term stewardship of
digital collections.

Collections

UCL’s early records support a range of digitisation and transcription initiatives,
as a result of which they are increasingly accessible on-line.
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ACTIONS

SCP11

Carry out a review of acquisitions processes

SCP12

Design and implement library-wide processes for feedback
management.

SCP13

Design and implement processes for monitoring and publishing the
Library’s performance against agreed standards and KPIs.

SCP14

Investigate processes and possible sources of funding to enable
innovation in service delivery.

Processes

OUTCOMES
Review of all responsibilities and workflows involved in selecting, acquiring,
cataloguing, classifying and processing books (print and electronic) and
related materials, with a focus on the user experience.

Feedback arising from all Library teams is routinely captured in a comprehensive
and structured way.
Standards and KPIs are defined, performance is monitored, measured and
shared.

Processes

Resources (time and/or funds) are available to accomplish small projects to
deliver change, innovation and service improvement.
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...putting the User at the
heart of our activities
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Key Performance Area 5:
Sustainable Estate
Leader: Ben Meunier
Director of Operations

Quality learning space provision
Secure investment to provide innovative and inspiring teaching,
learning and social spaces. The aim for Library Services is
to make its libraries into UCL hubs which accommodate
students and staff from all parts of UCL, supported by
our staff expertise.

Workplace wellbeing
Enhance the working environment for Library Services staff
to facilitate high-quality service delivery and staff wellbeing.

Sustainability
Ensure the sustainable management of the whole Library estate,
with UCL students and other users empowered to participate
in the life of our libraries.

Sustainable Estate

UCL Special Collections
Facilitate access to UCL Special Collections’ rich holdings,
with showcases of our physical and digital collections.
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ID

ACTIONS

EST1

High-quality learning hubs open to support new UCL academic activity, e.g. DRI,
UCL East, Orthopaedics; and to support re-located activity (EDI, Ear).

EST2

We will develop the IOE Library to become a hub for Social Sciences at
UCL, providing a varied learning and research environment suited to the
increased footfall since the merger.

EST3

We will develop our network of biomedical libraries to provide a consistent
high-quality environment for students

EST4

We will increase the dedicated provision for PG students to meet
expectations of doctoral students and Early Career Researchers,
in collaboration with the Doctoral School.

EST5

We will work in partnership with UCL Estates to address long-term
maintenance issues (e.g. heating, ventilation, damp) cause poor
experience in a number of library sites.

Quality learning
space provision

OUTCOMES
We will maintain study space provision above the Russell Group average,
developing innovative and inspiring learning spaces.
A project brief/scope will be developed with UCL Estates for a world-leading
research and learning space at the IOE.

New PGT/PGR spaces to be opened, including space specifically dedicated to
the needs of UCL’s doctoral student and postdoctoral staff communities.

Priority maintenance issues for Library Services to be identified in Estates’
Long-Term Maintenance plan, reviewed regularly by Library SMT Estates WG.

Quality learning space provision

Creation of a new learning hub at the School of Pharmacy.
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ACTIONS

EST6

UCL Library Estates Development Working Group will establish the
re-housing of Special Collections as an institutional priority.

EST7

UCL Library Estates Development Working Group will establish the
re-housing of Special Collections as an institutional priority. We will
provide space for UCL Special Collections to engage with stakeholders
within UCL and with external audiences in Object-Based Learning.

UCL Special Collections

OUTCOMES
Detailed brief documentation is compiled for new facilities to accommodate
all UCL Special Collections.

UCL Special Collections

A classroom available to UCL Special Collections that is suitable for
collection use and fits a school class.
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ACTIONS

EST8

We will enhance workspace provision to meet staff expectations, with
consistent environment across Library Services.

EST9

We will improve efficiency of office allocation, co-locating teams which
were separated due to lack of suitable space. Increase meeting
space provision.

EST10

Where changes are made to the working environment, we will provide
staff with a clear understanding of reasons for change, timescales and
options available.

Workplace wellbeing

OUTCOMES
A full programme of office moves to optimise the staff spaces at our disposal.
A set of criteria for staff spaces is published on LibNet, benchmarked against
infrastructure and innovations in other Russell Group institutions.

Introduce SLA for Building Team; to include a minimum time to inform
staff affected by buildings work.
Consultation for changes to working space, including audit of the
space required to perform individual roles.
Publication of planned schedule of works for each library site termly.

Workplace and wellbeing

Programme of refurbishment work is implemented to address poor
office environments, working with UCL Estates to fund works.
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ACTIONS

EST11

We will coordinate initiatives to improve the environmental sustainability of
Library Services sites and operations.

EST12

We will review the environmental performance and effectiveness of
learning spaces in the New Student Centre (NSC)

Sustainability

OUTCOMES
Annual Green Impact submissions. Sites can undertake sustainability projects as
part of Library Services Green accreditation, with minimal administrative burden.
Library Services policy on plants is developed and implemented.

Sustainability

Post-Occupancy Evaluation (POE) report on NSC is completed with
input from students
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...embracing
Open Science
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Key Performance Area 6:
Communication, Outreach and Open Science
Leader: Paul Ayris
Pro-Vice-Provost (UCL Library Services)

Outreach
Outreach activities to new communities become embedded in the
life of the Library; and Citizen Science is a new outreach activity,
where the citizen engages with research agendas.
Open Science
Extend Library Services’ support for Open Science, a global agenda
which offers new ways of undertaking research/sharing research outputs,
strengthening educational agendas and rewarding engagement
in Open Science practices.

Communication, Outreach and Open Access

Communication
Communication activity should become the core of how the
Library creates a family of staff and users who feel part of a
UCL-wide library community.
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ACTIONS

COOS1

Launch a Communication Strategy for Library Services based on
CAM brand guidelines and including departmental visual identity,
key audiences channels, audiences

COOS2

Digital screens rolled out in all UCL libraries

COOS3

Signage scheme is made consistent and can be promptly updated
across all sites

COOS4

Staff communications are more structured with clear objectives for
LibNet, the Peer Review and Core Brief

Communication

OUTCOMES
Communication Strategy

All sites will have digital screens
Consistent template and schema for signage

Communication

All outputs have clear objectives - enunciated in relevant Library strategies
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Outreach

ID

ACTIONS

COOS5

Outreach activity from UCL Library Services is co-ordinated across
all members of the family through a new pan-library committee
structure

COOS6

Library devises annual timetable of events, with expected class sizes,
to establish demand and level of need, thereby overcoming
challenges of finding sufficient rooms for such activity

COOS7

UCL Library Services has identified key priorities for Citizen Science
activity and embeds these in a pan-UCL Programme

COOS8

There is an established programme of Special Collections
outreach activity focussed around UCL East

OUTCOMES
A pan-Library committee structure, with roles and responsibilities defined, is
established with Outreach Plan to co-ordinate activity

Timetable of activities published

Citizen Science projects/activities identified, with delivery to begin in 2019-20

Outreach

Outreach Programme published
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ACTIONS

COOS9

OA Team continues to monitor engagement with RPS

COOS10

New Open Access UCL megajournal platform developed

COOS11

New platform for Open Access textbooks (BOOC) developed

COOS12

Open Educational Resources (OER) repository developed

COOS13

Regular Workshops/Training Courses held to train UCL staff and
students in the principles of Open Science

Open Access

OUTCOMES
Each Faculty achieves a consistent monthly score of at least
85% compliance
Megajournal platform hosting Open Access content
BOOC platform hosting Open Access textbook content
Pilot project 2018-19. OER launched as full service in 2019-20

Open Access

Programme of Workshops/Training Courses cover all 8 pillars of
Open Science as defined by the European Commission
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Key
Actions
PLAN
HIGHLIGHTS

2018–19

2019–20

2020–21

2021–22

1. Support for student wellbeing
embedded in Library service model
2. Core library skills programme established

1. New presence for library research support
services launched
2. UCL Arena & student partners project on reading lists

1. Launch of new public website
2. UCL Special Collections Research fellowships
launched

1. Online portal for NHS Trusts to access e-resources
2. Sector-leading support and guidance on
Open Science metrics in place

1. New processes for advocacy about library
staff skills and achievements

1. A Workforce Planning Strategy to support
career development
2. Mechanisms for proposing and managing change

1. New CPD opportunities include Aspiring
Managers Programme
2. Competencies frameworks defined

1. Action Plan for Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion fully delivered

1. New statistics created

1. Cash processes analysed

1. New cash flows materialise

1. Value for money reviews completed

1. Establish processes for feedback management
2. Appoint a Head of Digitisation and Licensing

1. Revised service standards and KPIs
2. Introduce an enquiries management system

1. Business case for extension of Electronic
Records Management
2. Review of reading list management software

1. The National Archives accreditation for
UCL Archives
2. Stores material fully catalogued

1. Student Centre opening

1. Dedicated postgraduate (research) space opens

1. Programme of work is implemented to address
poor office environments
2. Departmental Green Impact Gold Award

1. New Special Collections building plans are
signed off
2. Green Impact Platinum award

1. Launch Megajournal
2. Pilot Open Educational Resources (OER)
3. Library comms strategy

1. Create a virtual Office for Open Science
2. Launch OER repository
3. Increase income from commercial filming & donations

1. RPS target met engagement for REF 2021 (85%+)
2. New platform for Open Access textbooks (BOOC)
delivered

1. Initiate Citizen Science projects/activities
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